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Online courses, entrepreneurs, etc are all in the
business of getting you to where they are.

But many don't post about the struggle,
because that wouldn't sell you on joining the

tribe.  Some do, and I love them.

 They're authentic.  Follow them.

Ask yourself: Did I have (or inherit from
others) any expectations around what it would

be like to build a business?  
Think about them or list them here.

STRESS + OVERWHELM

EXPECTATION
- REALITY
=STRESS



What are enemies of learning?

Stress is the difference between our
expectations and the reality we face. 

The reality is that establishing yourself online is
 feels vulnerable.  It is confusing, overwhelming

and difficult.  And a huge learning curve.  

Everyone finds it
overwhelming/difficult/frustrating for different

reasons?

Why?

We have different enemies of learning. 

REALITY V.
EXPECTATIONS



The "I don't have time for this" mindset
(Very common on maternity leave!)  

Over-researching and over-educating
 (Information overload + small details become

overly important)

THE ENEMIES OF LEARNING
What are your enemies?



I should know how this all works
(Pressure mindset)

All-or-nothing thinking
 (Applying your struggle in one area to the

entire project)

Needing to be clear about everything, all of
the time

(Uncomfortable with being uncomfortable)



Focusing on one struggle or challenge
(Can't move on until challenge resolved)

Believing you can't be a newbie all over again
("Can't teach an old dog new tricks mindset")



THE FRIENDS OF LEARNING
Choose statements that defuse frustration
+ keep them somewhere for those moments

Every. Single. Online entrepreneur has been
where you are, right now.  They kept pushing
until they broke past the barrier. 

Read about entrepreneurs starting out. 

Why should you know everything and be
good at everything at only 1/3 through your
life?  You're not even halfway through the
ride yet :)

It just may have been a long time since you
were a beginner and had to learn something.



The answers arrive once we dive into the
murky waters of confusion.  We can't line them
all up before we dive in.  

We grew up in a world of "you should be
successful" and "you can be successful" - no
wonder we believe we "should be able to do it
no problem." Know that you inherited your
mindset. 

You don't have to keep something that you
inherited.

In times of change we naturally want to cling
to things that are "sure" and "make sense."

Acknowledge that you are in a transition + are
feeling that attachment.
Then let it go. 



Sit down and acknowledge how many small
hurdles you've already jumped.

With a new baby, you are more capable than
any other person of embracing growth, learning
and challenges.  You've already done it.

This is but one project among the many of your
beautiful life.  In the big picture, it is small. 

THERE IS GOOGLE for everything.

Do you want to establish the mindset, right now
that you can't learn anything new for the rest of
your life? (Of course not!) 



80% of people do not want to leave their
comfort zone.  Only 20% actually do. 

When you had your baby, you stepped out of
your comfort zone, into learning + change +

overwhelm + the unknown.

You are DOING AWESOME so far, despite all
the overwhelm.  You're already a pro.
Honour how you feel.  It's normal.

If you have already done all of this, you are
MORE THAN CAPABLE of managing the
initial overwhelm of launching your business.  

Stepping into discomfort and learning
GUARANTEES growth + rewards.  

It's the best adventure you can take on
maternity leave. 

You owe it to the world to share your talents.
 You owe it to yourself.  
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